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Instability Versus Equilibrium Propagation of a Laser Beam in Plasma
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We obtain, for the first time, an analytic theory of the forward stimulated Brillouin scattering
instability of a spatially and temporally incoherent laser beam that controls the transition between
statistical equilibrium and nonequilibrium (unstable) self-focusing regimes of beam propagation. The
stability boundary may be used as a comprehensive guide for inertial confinement fusion designs. Well
into the stable regime, an analytic expression for the angular diffusion coefficient is obtained, which
provides an essential correction to a geometric optic approximation for beam propagation.
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We assume that the beam’s spatial and temporal coher-
ence are linked as in the induced spatial incoherence [5]

constant, there are three dimensionless parameters for
�� 1: �, ~II0 � �k0=km�2�ne=nc�I0=� , and ~TTc � kmcsTc.
Laser-plasma interaction has both fundamental inter-
est and is critical for future experiments on inertial con-
finement fusion (ICF) at the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) [1]. NIF’s plasma environment, in the indirect
drive approach to ICF, has hydrodynamic length and
time scales of roughly millimeters and 10 ns, respec-
tively, while the laser beams that traverse the plasma
have a transverse correlation length, lc, of a few microns,
and coherence time Tc of roughly a few ps. These micro-
scopic fluctuations induce corresponding small-scale
density fluctuations, and one might naively expect their
effect on beam propagation to be diffusive provided self-
focusing is suppressed by small enough [2] Tc, Tc �
lc=cs, with cs the speed of sound. However, we find that
there is a collective regime of the forward stimulated
Brillouin scattering (FSBS) [3] instability which couples
the beam to transversely propagating low frequency ion
acoustic waves. The instability has a finite intensity
threshold even for very small Tc and can cause strong
nonequilibrium beam propagation (self-focusing) as a
result.

We present for the first time an analytic theory of the
FSBS threshold in the small Tc regime. In the stable
regime, an analytic expression for the beam angular
diffusion coefficient, D, is obtained to lowest order in
Tc, which is compared with simulation. D may be used to
account for the effect of otherwise unresolved density
fluctuations on beam propagation in a geometric optic
approximation. This would then be an alternative to a
wave propagation code [4] that must resolve the beam’s
correlation lengths and time, and therefore is not a prac-
tical tool for exploring the large parameter space of ICF
designs. Knowledge of this FSBS threshold may be used
as a comprehensive guide for ICF designs. The important
fundamental conclusion is, for this FSBS instability re-
gime, that even very small Tc may not prevent significant
self-focusing. It places a previously unknown limit in the
large parameter space of ICF designs.
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method, which gives a stochastic boundary condition at
z � 0 (z is the beam propagation direction ) for the
various Fourier transform components [6], ÊE, of the elec-
tric field spatiotemporal envelope, E,

ÊE�k; z � 0; t� � jÊE�k�j exp�i�k�t��;

hexpi��k�t� 	�k0 �t0��i � kk0 exp�	jt	 t0j=Tc�:
(1)

The amplitudes, jÊE�k�j, are chosen to mimic that of
actual experiments, as in the idealized ‘‘top hat’’ model
of NIF optics:

jÊE�k�j� const; k<km; jÊE�k�j� 0; k>km; (2)

with 1=lc � km ’ k0=�2F�,F the optic f number (the ratio
of the focal length of the lens divided by the lens diame-
ter), and the average intensity hIi � hjEj2i � I0 deter-
mines the constant. At electron densities, ne, small
compared to critical, nc, and for F2 � 1, E satisfies [7]�
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k0 is approximately the laser wave number in vacuum.
The relative density fluctuation, � � ne=ne, absent
plasma flow and thermal fluctuations which are ignored
here, propagates acoustically with speed cs:
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~�� is an integral operator whose Fourier transform is �kcs,
where � is the Landau damping coefficient. E is in thermal
units defined so that in equilibrium the standard � �
exp�	I0� 	 1 is recovered. The physical validity of
Eqs. (3) and (4) as a model of self-focusing in plasma
has been discussed previously [8–10]. If ne=nc is taken
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Since Eq. (3) is linear in E, it may be decomposed, at
any z, into a finite sum, E �

P
jEmj

�x; z; t�, where each
term has a typical wave vector mj: Emj

�x; z �
0; t� � exp�imj � x�. Cross terms Emj

E�
mj0

, mj � m0
j, in

the intensity, vary on the time scale ~TTc so that their effect
on the density response, Eq. (4), is suppressed for ~TTc � 1
(see detailed discussion in [11]). Similar consideration
may be applied to general media with slow nonlinear
response, including photorefractive media [12]. Then
the right-hand side of Eq. (4) can be approximated as

c2sr2I � c2sr2
X
j

jEmj
j2 � c2sr2

Z
dvF�x; v; z; t�: (5)

F�x; v; z; t� �
Z
dr

X
jj0
mjmj0

Emj
�x	 r=2; z; t�

� E�
mj0

�x� r=2; z; t�eiv�r=�2 �2 (6)
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is a variant of the Wigner distribution function which
satisfies, as follows from Eq. (3),
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Z
��̂��	2�v	 v0�; z; t��

exp�	2i�v	 v0� �x�	 �̂��2�v	 v0�; z; t��

exp�2i�v	 v0� �x��F�x;v0; z; t�dv0 � 0; (7)
with boundary value F�x; v; z � 0; t� � F0�v� � jÊE�v�j2.
Here the unit of x is �1=k0�

�������������
nc=ne

p
and that of z is

�2=k0�nc=ne. Zero density fluctuation � � @�=@t � 0 is
an equilibrium solution of (4), (5), and (7), whose linea-
rization admits solutions of the form �� e!z exp�i�k �
x	!t��, for real k and !, with
~!! � k0!=k
2
m �

~kk�i~II0 	 2f�

2~II0

�
f2 ~kk2 	 if~II0 ~kk

2 	 ~II20
f�f	 i~II0�

	
1=2
; f �

!2 	 k2c2s � 2i�!kcs
2i�k2c2s

; ~kk �
k
km
: (8)

Here and below, we assume that the principle branches of square and cubic roots are always chosen so that the branch cut
in the complex plane is on the negative axis and values of square root and cubic root are positive for positive values of
their arguments. The real part of !, !r � Re�!� has a maximum, as a function of!, close to resonance,! � �kcs�1�
O����. Below, we calculate all quantities at resonance! � �kcs because analytical expressions are much simpler in that
case. !r�k� has a maximum, !max � k2m ~!!max=k0 > 0, at k � kmax,

kmax=km � ~II0

����������������������������������������������������������������
7�3~II20 	 2�22=3c	1 � 8	 21=3c

q
�31=22�1� ~II20�

1=2�	1; c � �c1 � c2�1=3;

c1 � 	40� 225~II20 	 27~II40; c2 � 	3i�~II20 � 4�
�������������������������������������
27	 60~II20 	 81~II40

q
;

(9)
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FIG. 1 (color). Density source power spectrum, k4jI�k;!�j2,
with ~II0 ’ 4:12, � � 0:15, ~TTc ’ 0:033, and k2mz=k0 ’ 7:9. The
dashed lines are at ! � �kcs.
Modes with k > kcutoff are stable (!r < 0), with kcutoff �
km~II

2
0�1� ~II20�

	1=2=2, which defines a wave-number-
dependent FSBS threshold.

As ~II0 ! 0, at fixed k, k0!r ! 	k2=~II0, recovering the
�z� behavior of density response function R��0 in (4). If
km is set to zero, the coherent FSBS convective gain rate
[3] is recovered in the paraxial wave approximation.
Unlike the static response !�k;! � 0� which is stable
[13] for all k for small enough I0, the resonant response
remains unstable at small k [14] since, as ~II0 ! 0, ~!!max !
0:024~II50 and kcutoff ! km~II

2
0=2.

Since the FSBS instability peaks near ! � �kcs, one
expects an acousticlike peak to appear in the intensity
fluctuation power spectrum, jI�k;!�j2, for k less than
kcutoff as in the simulation (f=8, ne=nc � 0:1) results
shown in Fig. 1. The fraction of power in this acoustic
peak,

R
2kcs=3<j!j<4kcs=3

jI�k;!�j2 d!=
R
�1
	1 jI�k;!�j2 d!,

increases significantly as ~II0 passes through its threshold
value for a particular k, as shown in Fig. 2. There is no
discernible difference in shape between jE�k;!; z�j2 at
z � 0, where it is / 1=�1� �!Tc�

2�, and at finite z, for
small Tc.

If ~!!max � 1, i.e., ~II0 & 1, then the FSBS growth length,
1=!max, is large compared to the (vacuum) z correlation
length, / k0=k2m, and it is found, for small Tc, that a
quasiequilibrium is attained: Various low order statistical
moments are roughly constant over the simulation range
once k2mz=k0 * 5, as seen in Fig. 3. A true equilibrium
cannot be attained since hk2i � hjrEj2i=I0 grows due to
scattering from density fluctuations as in Fig. 4. A di-
mensionless diffusion coefficient, ~DD � �k0=k

4
m�

d
dz hk

2i
(proportional to the rate of angular diffusion), may be
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FIG. 4. For parameters of Fig. 3, hk2i � hjrEj2i=I0 increases
little over the initial equilibration distance of roughly 5 in these
units. The subsequent diffusion rate is 4:4� 10	4.
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FIG. 2. Fractional power in acoustic peak of the intensity
fluctuation spectrum, with parameters as in Fig. 1, except
k2mz=k0 ’ 5:2. Note that the FSBS intensity threshold for
k=km � 1:5�2:0� is about 3(4).
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extracted from the data of Fig. 4 by fitting a smooth curve
to hk2i for 5< k2mz=k0 < 76, and evaluating its slope,
extrapolated to z � 0. This yields a diffusion coefficient
of 4:4� 10	4.
~DD may be compared to the solution of the stochastic

Schroedinger equation (SSE) [15] with a self-consistent
random potential [16], �, whose covariance, C�� [C�� is a
quadratic functional of F�k�] is evaluated as follows [17].
Take E as given by Eq. (3) with � set to 0 since it goes to
zero with ~TTc, and use it in Eq. (4), with ln�1� �� ! �, to
evaluate C��. This is consistent only if ~II0 < 1, so that the
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FIG. 3. A quasiequilibrium is attained with one point E
fluctuations remaining nearly Gaussian, as evidenced by the
small change in P5 [4], the fraction of power with intensity at
least 5I0, but strongly modified I 	 � correlations. Parameters
are ~II0 ’ 0:53, � � 0:3, and ~TTc ’ 0:26. Each curve is normal-
ized to its value at z � 0.
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density response is stable except at small k=km. It follows,
to leading order in ~TTc, that the SSE prediction for ~DD for
the top hat spectrum,

~DD SSE � � ~TTc~II
2
0=68:8 . . . ; (10)

has the value 3:2� 10	4 for the parameters of Fig. 4.
Note that ~DDSSE is proportional to h�2i, and the roughly
20% increase of h�2i over its perturbative evaluation (see
Fig. 3) used in the SSE accounts for about 1=2 of the
difference between ~DD and ~DDSSE.

We find that ~DD depends essentially on the spectral
form, hjÊE�k�j2i � F�k�, e.g., for Gaussian F�k� with the
same value of hk2i, DGaussian � 3Dtop hat. A numerical
example of this dependence is found in Figs. 4 and 5. ~DD
changes by 40% over 5< k2mz=k0 < 76, because F�k�
changes significantly as seen in Fig. 5. In this sense, for
NIF relevant boundary conditions angular diffusion is an
essential correction to the geometrical optics model,
which (absent refraction) has constant F�k�.
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FIG. 5. Top hat boundary condition, dashed line, changes
qualitatively over the propagation distance shown in Fig. 4:
solid line at k2mz=k0 ’ 76.
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FIG. 6. Beam angular divergence rate increases rapidly with
~II0. k2mz=k0 ’ 15:7, � � 0:0375, and ~TTc ’ 0:125. In contrast,
Eq. (10) predicts a flat curve around 1.
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Equation (10) implies that d=dzh�k=km�2i / 1=km,
while !max / 1=k8m. If the diffusion length is smaller
than the FSBS growth length, then propagation, which
effectively increases km, will reinforce this ordering. This
stability condition may be expressed as ~DD > ~!!max, or
qualitatively as [18]

� ~TTc > ~II30: (11)

This is a global condition, as opposed to the wave number
dependent threshold, kcutoff�~II0�. However, even if Eq. (11)
is violated, it is not until kcutoff � 1:5km, so that the peak
of the density fluctuation spectrum is unstable, that FSBS
has a strong effect. For these larger I0 values a quasi-
equilibrium is not attained, and it is more useful to
consider an integral measure, 4�hk2i; z� � hk2i�z� 	
hk2i�0�, of the change in beam angular divergence rather
than the differential measure D. 4=~II20 is shown in Fig. 6
normalized to unity at ~II0 � 0:61.

Note that we have not observed significant departure
from Gaussian E fluctuations for ~II0 < 2 for the parame-
ters of Fig. 6, which is consistent with the absence of self-
focusing. Therefore in this regime the effect of FSBS is
benign, and perhaps useful for NIF design purposes:
Correlation lengths decrease at an accelerated pace com-
pared to SSE for ~II0 � 1 with z, while electric field
fluctuations stay nearly Gaussian. As a result [19],
the intensity threshold for other instabilities (e.g., back-
scatter SBS) increases [20]. If ~II0 > 4, there are large
non-Gaussian fluctuations of E, which indicates strong
self-focusing.

In conclusion, well above the FSBS threshold we ob-
serve strong self-focusing effects, while well below
threshold beam propagation is diffusive in angle with
essential corrections to geometric optics. In an intermedi-
ate range of intensities, the rate of angular diffusion
increases with propagation. In the weak and intermediate
regimes, the diffusion results in decreasing correlation
lengths which could be beneficial for NIF.
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